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abstraction, 10–12, 146
access to myself, cognitive, see privileged
self-access
acts
as compared to eﬀects, 102
cognizing the existence of my own, 32–3,
47–9, 85, 89, 98–109, 184, 191–2, 207–13
cognizing the essences of my own, 47–9,
88–9, 174–5, 179–80, 193n53
intellect cannot engage in two simultaneously,
see under intellect
as manifesting agents, 102–6
as means of self-knowledge, see selfknowledge, by one’s acts
metaphysical status of, 120
actual self-awareness, 47, 50, 52, 56, 63
apprehension in, 74–5, 83–6
certitude of, see certitude of self-knowledge
content of, see content of self-awareness
as dependent on acts, see self-knowledge, by
one’s acts
described as a “perceiving” (percipere), 51,
70–4
experiential character of, 70–3, 106–9, 129–31,
195–8
ﬁrst-personality of, 4, 48, 51, 64, 70–3, 84,
89–91, 98–109, 130, 205–7
as foundation for quidditative self-knowledge,
55, 83–9, 174–7, 198
indistinctness of, 20, 46, 76–7, 83–9, 183–5
intuitive character of, 75–6, 92–114, 130, 170,
218–9
judgment in, 75, 83–6, 171
obstacles to, 126–7
phenomena corresponding to, 70–3
role of species in, see self-knowledge, by a
species
with or without attention, see explicit selfawareness; implicit self-awareness
actuality as condition for intelligibility, 104,
157–60

agent, see under acts; subject
agent intellect, 11, 161–2, 187–91
contribution to self-knowledge, 36, 44–5, 56,
145–53, 160–2, 193
as intellectual light, 146, 150, 193
Albert the Great, 3, 29, 35–7, 41, 56, 144, 149,
162n79
inﬂuence on Aquinas, 29, 41–7, 144, 153
Alexander of Aphrodisias, 2, 28, 36, 56n43, 153
Alexander of Hales, 30n49, 43n8, 45n13, 47n18
angels, see substances, separate
anthropology, Aquinas’s, 9–12, 64–5, 114, 182–3,
213
relevance to self-knowledge, 12, 39,
40–1, 49–65, 126–9, 131–3, 153–5, 158–60,
172–3, 217–19
apprehension (ﬁrst operation of intellect),
75, 81–3, see also actual self-awareness;
quidditative self-knowledge
Arabic philosophy, see names of individual
authors or works
Aristotle
cognition in, 78, 135, 209
commentary tradition on, 2, 26–9, 38, 144,
153, 161
habits in, 121n25
maxim concerning intellect’s intelligibility,
see under intellect
physical light in, 147
self-knowledge in, 27, 50–1, 54, 64, 129, 177
soul in, 182n27
thirteenth-century inﬂuence of, 1–3, 17–18,
26–9, 35–8, 44, 48, 50, 53–6, 58–60, 90,
146n33, 219–20
attention
Aquinas’s account of, 7, 49, 137–42, 163–70,
204–5
participated, 138–40
to myself, see explicit self-awareness
Augustine
habits in, 121
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illumination theory of, see illumination
theory of cognition
maxims concerning self-knowledge, see under
mind
self-knowledge in, 18–22, 51, 64, 115, 219
thirteenth-century inﬂuence of, 3, 17–22, 26,
35–8, 42–7, 76–7, 90, 145, 161, 219–20
Augustinianism, Avicennizing, 30, 38
Averroes, 2, 28, 38, 51n28, 104, 121, 147
Avicenna, 2, 18, 23–6, 30–2, 35, 38, 48n20,
49n22, 64, 90, 123n30, 147, 158, 161,
206, 216–17, 219
Flying Man thought-experiment, 24–6, 30–2,
183, 208n27
awareness, see attention; consciousness
Berkeley, George, 135
Bonaventure, 29, 33–5, 37–8, 42, 43n7, 45n13,
46–7, 146
Brentano, Franz, 4, 135–6, 167
certitude of self-knowledge, 1, 3, 42, 106, 109,
113, 175, 191–3, 216
in Aquinas’s sources, 18, 33
circumincession of powers, 44n10
cogitare se, see explicit self-awareness
Cogito, 19, 92, 95, 100
cognition
abstractive, see abstraction
Aquinas’s general theory of (sensory and
intellectual), 9–12
direct vs. indirect, 96–7, 109, 188
by essence vs. by a species, see under presence
(cognitive)
in embodied vs. disembodied soul, see soul,
human
of essences, 9–11, 75, 77–81, 174
of existence, 75, 81–3
habitual, see habitual cognition
by identity or assimilation, see identity theory
of cognition
by illumination, see illumination theory of
cognition
of immaterial objects, 12, 51, 218–19
immediate vs. mediate, 97–8, 109–12
implicit, see implicit self-awareness; implicit
vs. explicit as a general distinction
indistinct, see indistinct cognition; indistinct
perception
intuitive, see intuition
of singulars, 12, 82–3, 218–19
color, theory of, 147
common sense, 10
concepts, see intelligible species
connaturality, 121, 128–30
consciousness
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diachronically uniﬁed, see unity of
consciousness, diachronic
in relation to intentionality, see duality of
conscious thought
sensory, 6, 10, 25
content of self-awareness, 14, 69–71, 74–7, 83–91
ﬁrst-personality of, see under actual
self-awareness
indistinctness of, see under actual
self-awareness
limitedness of, 69, 75–6, 87–9, 113
as shaped by memory, 131
conversio ad phantasmata, see under phantasms
Denis the Areopagite, see Pseudo-Dionysius
Descartes, René, 1, 4, 6, 19n3, 48, 135, 170,
208n27, 216–17, see also Cogito
diachronically uniﬁed consciousness, see unity of
consciousness, diachronic
direct cognition, see cognition, direct vs. indirect
dispositions, see habits
divine illumination, see illumination theory of
cognition
duality of conscious thought, 4, 28–9, 36, 135–7,
142–71, 202–5, 213, 219
ego, see self
emotions, cognizing my own, 32, 113–14
essences, cognition of, see cognition, of essences
estimative power, 10
exercise of habits at will, see habits; habitual
self-awareness
existence, cognition of, see cognition, of
existence; indistinct perception
experiential cognition, 70–3, 95–7
of myself; see actual self-awareness,
experiential character of; explicit selfawareness
explicit self-awareness, 134–7, 142–5, 162, 163–70
in Aquinas’s sources, 20, 30, 34–6
as foundation for quidditative self-knowledge,
175–6, 183–4
explicit vs. implicit as a general distinction,
see implicit vs. explicit as a general distinction
familiarity as a cognitive phenomenon, 119, 129,
189–90, see also self-familiarity
ﬁrst vs. second perfection, see perfection, ﬁrst
vs. second
ﬁrst-order vs. second-order acts, see higher-order
acts
ﬁrst person, account of the, 4, 114, 170–1, 205–7,
212, 217
in self-awareness, see actual self-awareness,
ﬁrst-personality of
Flying Man, see under Avicenna
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God, our knowledge of, 34n63, 93n2, 107,
128n48, 145–6
Grosseteste, Robert, 146
habits, 117, 119–24, 129
cognizing my own, see self-knowledge, moral
habitual cognition, 43, 117–19, 122–4
habitual self-awareness, see also self-familiarity
absence of, from Aquinas’s later texts on
self-knowledge, 131–3
in Aquinas’s sources, 20–2, 33–7
as consubstantial habit, 34–6, 43, 132
descriptions of in Aquinas’s texts, 50, 57, 116, 132
exercise of, as contingent on intellectual
actualization, 126–7
explanatory value of, 115–16, 127–31, 172
as grounded in the soul’s self-presence,
see self-presence
and intellectual memory, see memory, of
oneself
as natural or essential to the soul, 116, 124–30
not the key to selfhood, 201, 206, 208
vs. supraconscious self-knowing, 45–6,
116–17, 125
higher-order acts, 166–70
higher-order monitoring, 74, 168n98
human nature, theory of, see anthropology,
Aquinas’s
Hume, David, 1, 4, 92, 98, 102, 104–6, 108, 170,
208n27, 216
Husserl, Edmund, 135
hylomorphism, Thomistic, see anthropology,
Aquinas’s
I, see ﬁrst-person; self; subject
concept of, see self-concept
idea, see intelligible species
identity theory of cognition, 7, 11, 28, 53–6,
153–5, 181
ignorance of oneself, see self-ignorance
illumination theory of cognition, 145–6, 161,
186, 191, 194–5
image of Trinity in human mind, see under
mind
imagination, 10, 124
immateriality
as criterion for intelligibility, 157
as criterion for reﬂexivity, see reﬂexivity
of human soul, see under soul, human
of intellectual acts, 49, 179–80, 206–7
immediate cognition, see cognition, immediate
vs. mediate
implicit self-awareness, 4, 44, 134–7, 142–62,
172, 219, see also duality of conscious
thought

in Aquinas’s sources, 28–9, 35–7, 44
as distinct from other kinds of
self-knowledge, 142–5, 171–3
and selfhood, 202–5, 207, 208–14
implicit vs. explicit as a general distinction
in apprehending species, 140–1
in desire or volition, 140, 145
in intellectual cognition, 137–42
in seeing the divine light, 145–6
in vision, 140, 147–8
incorporeality, see immateriality
indirect cognition, see cognition, direct vs.
indirect
indistinct cognition, 77–83, 88n77
in self-awareness, see actual self-awareness
and self-opacity, 90, 113
indistinct perception, 76–83
intellect, see also mind, and for speciﬁc intellectual
functions, agent intellect; possible intellect
arguments for immateriality of, see soul,
human
as cognizer vs. as cognized, 126–7, 131–3, 217–18
cognizing the nature of, see quidditative
self-knowledge
intelligible like other things (Aristotelian
maxim), 2, 6, 27, 47, 54–6, 64, 92–5, 111,
113, 181, 198, 218
intelligible only when actualized, 53–60, 65,
104, 109–12, 126–7, 153–62, 180–1
relevance of its nature to self-knowledge,
see under anthropology, Aquinas’s
unable to engage in two simultaneous acts,
138, 164, 166–70
weakness of, 77–8, 127
intelligere se, see actual self-awareness; implicit
self-awareness
intelligibility, 55n42, 104, 111, 156–8
as formal principle of the objects of intellect,
141–2, 148–52
of the intellect, see under intellect
intelligible species, 11
cognizing the nature of, 178
habitual conservation and exercise of, 122–4
of extramental object, as the only species used
in self-knowledge, 55, 93–5, 109–12, 154,
159, 163–6, 175, 180, see also more generally
self-knowledge, by a species
as individuated by my intellect, 165
as informed by intellectual light, 150–2,
161–2, 165
as object of cognition (id quod cognoscitur), 141
perfective and presencing roles of (i.e., as
form of the intellect and likeness of the
cognized object), 109–12, 122–4, 153–5,
157–60
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as principle of cognition (id quo cognoscitur),
11, 97–8, 140, 150–2, 164–5
intelligibles, order of, 55, 133, 159–60
intention (intentio), as used in Aquinas, 164–5,
see also attention; intelligible species
intentionality, 7, 49, 204–5
as indissociable from consciousness,
see duality of conscious thought; implicit
self-awareness; objects
introspection, 4, 104–6, 167n96, 203, 216–17
intuition, 92–3, 95–8
For its role in cognizing oneself, see actual selfawareness, intuitive character of
Isaac of Stella, 22n21
Islamic philosophy, see names of individual
authors or works
Jean de la Rochelle, 3, 29, 30–3, 39,
90n82, 183
judgment (second operation of intellect)
of existence, 75, 81–3
negative (separatio), 171
in self-awareness, see actual self-awareness,
judgment in
of soul’s nature, 50, 56, 64, 185–7, 191–5
of truth (veriﬁcational judgment), 187–91, 196
Kant, Immanuel, 6, 95n8, 135, 208n27
knowledge, see cognition; scientiﬁc knowledge
(scientia)
Liber de causis, 2, 18, 23–4, 26, 48n20, 57–60, 64,
196–7, 206, 219
Liber de spiritu et anima, 22n21, 23n25
light (intellectual), see agent intellect
light (physical), 146–8
likeness, intramental, see intelligible species
Locke, John, 1, 167n96
maxims of self-knowledge, Augustinian and
Aristotelian, see under intellect; mind
mediate cognition, see cognition, immediate vs.
mediate
memory
intellectual, 42–3, 122, 158, 209–14
as internal sense, 10, 124, 209n31
of oneself, 21, 42–6, 85, 116n3, 124,
128n38, 131
mind (mens), see also intellect; soul, human
always remembers, understands, loves itself
(second Augustinian maxim), 20–1, 30,
43–6, 77n31, 144, 149, 171–2
knows itself by itself, because it is incorporeal
(ﬁrst Augustinian maxim), 19, 51–3, 56n44,
62, 77, 219–20
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as Trinitarian image, 19, 42–6
minds, other, 176n9
mode of self-awareness, see self-awareness,
intuitive character of
Neoplatonism, 1–3, 17–18, 22–6, 53, 57–60,
171–2, 197, 219–20
nosse se, see habitual self-awareness; implicit selfawareness; self-familiarity
objects
aﬀecting powers under a certain formality,
140–2
cognized as manifest to me, 4, 166–70, 202–5,
219
what it means to be, 179
operations, see acts
passions, see emotions
per actum, see self-knowledge, by one’s acts
per essentiam, see self-knowledge, by one’s
essence
per praesentiam, see presence (cognitive);
self-presence
per seipsam, see self-knowledge, by oneself
per speciem, see self-knowledge, by a species
perception (percipere)
as used by Aquinas, 71–4
of existence, see indistinct perception
of myself, see under actual self-awareness
perfection, ﬁrst vs. second, 120–30,
see also habits
personhood
metaphysical, 89–91, 199–202
psychological, see selfhood
phantasms, 10, 93–4, 124, 130, 150, 152, 157,
210
turn toward, 11, 83, 123, 188
Philoponus, 29n44
Plato, 135
Plotinus, 135, 203
possible intellect, 11, 161–2, see also more generally
intellect
compared to prime matter, 51, 53–6, 133, 154,
159–60, 204n15
contribution to self-knowledge, 44–5, 53–6,
153–5, 157–62
relevance of its nature to self-knowledge, see
under anthropology, Aquinas’s
presence (cognitive), 117–19, see also habitual
cognition; familiarity as a cognitive
phenomenon
as basis for comparing intellection to
sensation, 73, 95–6
as criterion for intelligibility, 157–8
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presence (cognitive) (cont.)
by essence vs. by a species, 27, 32–3, 35, 47, 61,
see also intelligible species, perfective and
presencing role of
to myself, see self-presence
as principle of cognition, 32–3, 47–9, 122–4
presence (temporal) of cognitive acts, see unity
of consciousness, diachronic
principles, ﬁrst or per se known, 187–91
privileged self-access, 1–4, 31, 39, 64, 69, 76, 92,
115, 206–7, 215–16
Proclus, 2, 23, 135
Pseudo-Dionysius, 17–18, 22
quidditative self-knowledge, 13, 47, 49–50, 52,
54–8, 64, 171, 174–95, see also judgment of
soul’s nature; science of the soul
as dependent on species of extramental
object, 175, 177–82
as distinct/deﬁnitive cognition, 76–7, 86–9,
178, 182–5, 198
experiential foundation of, 55, 83–9, 172,
175–7, 181, 183–5, 198
method for attaining, 177–82
vs. comprehension of the soul’s nature, 178
reditio completa, 23–4, 57–60, 195–8
reﬂexion (reﬂexio), 14, 22, 47, 166–70, 195–8
reﬂexivity, 19, 49, 71, 91, 105, 197–8, 206–7, 214,
220
resolution to ﬁrst principles, 188,
see also judgment
return to oneself, see reﬂexion; reditio completa
Sartre, Jean-Paul, 135
science of the soul, 106, 173, 175–7, 187, 191–5,
197
scientiﬁc knowledge (scientia), 175, 192–3
second-order acts, see higher-order acts
self, 4, 170–1, see also selfhood; subject
not an empty notion, 171, 203n10
not manifested as bare self, 104–6, 108, 169,
170, 216, 220
not posited as cause of impressions,
see Hume, David
objectiﬁcation of, 168n98, 203–4
self-access, privileged, see privileged self-access
self-awareness, 13, For various types of selfawareness, see actual self-awareness; explicit
self-awareness; habitual self-awareness;
implicit self-awareness
self-concept, 131, 170–2
self-consciousness, see self-awareness
self-familiarity, 1, 3, 20–1, 35, 115, 125, 129–31,
219, see also habitual self-awareness;
self-presence

selfhood, 4, 114, 199–202, 213
For speciﬁc aspects of selfhood, see ﬁrst-person;
subject; unity of consciousness, diachronic
self-identity, see self-presence
self-ignorance, 38, 88, 142, 174–5, see also selfopacity
as failure to attend, 25, 30–2
as moral failing, 2
self-image, see self-concept
self-knowledge. For speciﬁc types of selfknowledge, see quidditative self-knowledge;
science of the soul; self-awareness
comparison of human and divine, 112
as dependent on cognizing other things,
1–3, 6, 17–18, 26–9, 32–3, 35–8, 40–65,
98–114, 115, 126–7, 132, 153–60, 163–70,
177–82, 217–20
diﬃculty of, 3, 19, 52, 171, 174–5, see also selfopacity
distinction between an est and
quid est, 13, 39, 47, 49, 52, 56, 63, 69n1, 74,
86, 194–5, 215–17, see also quidditative
self-knowledge; self-awareness
mid-thirteenth-century debate on, 1–3,
29–39, 90
moral, 1, 3, 46–7, 88, 106, 113, 175, 193–4n58
as natural to the soul, 1–3, 17–26, 29–38, 115,
124–33, 172, 217–20, see also habitual
self-awareness
not abstracted from phantasms, 55–6, 93–5
by one’s acts (per actum), 49–53, 56, 85, 92,
98–114, 126–7, 132–3, 153–60
by one’s essence (per essentiam), 27, 35, 38, 50,
56–63, 95, 116–19, 124–7
by one’s presence (per praesentiam), see
self-presence
by oneself (per seipsam), 19–20, 32–3, 38,
51–3, 60–3, 112, 124–7, see also the ﬁrst
Augustinian maxim, under mind
perpetual, see under mind
as related to soul’s immateriality or simplicity,
see under soul, human
in relation to Aquinas’s general cognition
theory, 217–19
by a species (per speciem), 2, 26–9, 32–3,
35–6, 47, 50, 53–6, 58–9, 63–5, 93–5,
109–12, 126–7, 150–2, 153–70, 175, 177–82,
217–18
supraconscious, 25–6, 30, 34–8, 42–6, 48, 49,
57–9, 63–4, 115, 132–3, 174, 183, 208n28
as teleologically perfective, 22–4, 57–8
self-love, 19, 140, 145
self-memory, see under memory
self-opacity, 1–4, 20, 41, 48, 51–3,
60–5, 69, 76, 87–9, 113–14, 115, 180–2,
199, 215, 219
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self-perception, see actual self-awareness
self-presence, see also self-familiarity
and habitual self-awareness, 60–3, 115–17,
124–30
as natural to the human soul, 18–22, 50, 52,
111–13, 116, 127–30, 172, 215–20
as suﬃcient for self-knowledge, 27, 29–38,
46–9, 52–3, 56–7, 60–3, 115, 132–3
sensation as model for intellectual intuition,
72–3, 95–6
senses, external and internal, 10
sensible species, 10, 98, 109
separation (separatio), see under judgment
similitude, intramental, see intelligible species
Simplicius, 29n44
soul, human
arguments for immateriality of, 57, 177–80,
182–5
cognized as principle of vital acts, 91, 183–4
cognizing the essence of, see quidditative
self-knowledge
deﬁnitions of, 9, 182–5
disembodied, 11–12, 90n80, 114n69, 201
essence of, as functional parallel to habit for
self-awareness, 124–6
as principle of agency, not the human agent
itself, 89–91
relevance of its nature to self-knowledge,
see under anthropology, Aquinas’s
science of, see science of the soul
simplicity of as foundation for
self-knowledge, 34–5
in twelfth-century thought, 183
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species, see intelligible species; sensible species.
For their role in self-knowledge, see
self-knowledge, by a species
subject
as agent, 4, 104–6, 114, 199
cognized as agent-in-act, 98–109, 162, 169
cognized in relation to object, see duality of
conscious thought; implicit self-awareness
ﬁrst-personality of, see ﬁrst-person
unity of in experience, see unity of
consciousness, diachronic
subjectivity, or subject-viewpoint, 114, 162,
202–5, 217
substances, separate, 12, 39, 59, 95, 149–50, 159n73,
see also cognition, of immaterial objects
Sylvester of Ferrara, 98–9, 108
Themistius, 2, 28, 153
truth, judgment of, see under judgment
unity of consciousness, diachronic, 4, 207–14
veriﬁcation, see under judgment
vision, intellectual, 71–3, 95–6, 117–19,
see also intuition
vision, physical, 147–8
will
as mover of other soul-powers, 123
relexivity of, 140, 145
William of Auvergne, 3, 29, 30–3, 45n13, 48,
90n82, 183
William of St. Thierry, 22n21
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